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Our original goal was to build the
world’s best treadmills, and today we
believe we’re doing it!”

— Frank Trulaske

In 1981, Frank Trulaske launched True Fitness
Technology, Inc. and began manufacturing 
hand-crafted treadmills. 

His team’s obsession with quality has propelled
True to the top of the industry and has created
one of America’s oldest, largest and most
respected treadmill manufacturers. True’s
200,000 square foot facility, just outside 
St. Louis, Missouri, houses the manufacturing
plant, engineering laboratory and testing facility.

Over the years, True has designed, developed
and fabricated new and cutting-edge 
components for their complete residential and
commercial treadmill line, including innovative
frame and suspension systems. 

Intensive quality control standards guarantee
excellence in every phase of production,
resulting in the finest treadmills available in the
marketplace. Today, True is the choice for 
workouts among beginners, rehab patients and
world-class athletes. True treadmills are 
consistently rated #1 in smoothness, 
quietness and comfort.

True will continue to develop new and 
innovative products with Intelligent Engineering
for a long life.

Thank You
For Selecting

A True
Treadmill

SERIAL NUMBER
The serial number of your treadmill is
located on a sticker next to the power
cord on the frame.
Record the serial number below.

Serial Number________________________________

NOTE: The serial number must remain

intact for the warranty to remain valid.

Please check your serial # ID to verify it

has not been tampered with, removed

or altered.
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Read First
Safety Instructions

CAUTION:
When using electrical equipment, basic precautions should
always be followed. Read and understand all instructions,
warnings, and cautions before using treadmill.

LA PRUDENCE:
en utilisant l’équipement électrique, les précautions
fondamentales toujours devraient être suivies. Lit et comprend
toutes instructions, avertissements, et prudences avant
utilisation treadmill.

Lire Premièrement
Instructions de Sûreté
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Safety Instructions

CAUTION—to reduce the risk of burns, fire
and electric shock and injury to persons:

Do’s:
• An appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in. Unplug from outlet

when not in use and before putting on or taking off parts.

• Use this treadmill only for its intended use as described in this manual.

• Keep cord away from heated surfaces.

• To disconnect, turn all controls to the off position, then remove the plug from the
outlet.

• Servicing is to be done with appliance disconnected from the supply circuit.

• Avoid the possibility of bystanders being struck or caught between moving parts by
making sure that they are out of reach of the treadmill while it is in motion.

• Caution: Risk of injury to person—to avoid injury, stand on the side rails before
starting treadmill.

• Make sure the power cord has enough slack to allow the treadmill to raise freely
without being limited by the cord or caught in the incline rack. Do not run power
cord under treadmill.

• Use treadmill indoors only.

• Use a dedicated 120/230 VAC, 20 amp, 3-prong, grounded outlet circuit.

• Allow only trained personnel to service this equipment.

• Consult your physician to determine your target heart rate.

• Adjust your own speed and grade unless under the supervision of a trainer, physical
therapist or other qualified person.

• Keep the area under the treadmill free from obstructions because the deck returns to
0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is inserted. Failure to do so could cause personal
injury or damage to the machine.

• Keep the space behind and on both sides of the treadmill clear in the event you lose
your balance.

• Allow only ONE person at a time on your machine. More than one person using the
treadmill at a time may cause damage to the machine.

• Gradually slow down the belt before stopping it. This will minimize the sensation of
feeling like you are still moving after you stop.

• When walking on tread belt to test tension, hold onto the handrails. Tread belt slip
can cause loss of balance.

• Before starting treadmill, straddle tread belt.

• When making tread belt adjustments, keep fingers, loose clothing, jewelry, and long
hair well out of the way of moving parts.

• Use care when stepping onto tread belt. Some programs start at speeds as high as 4.8
MPH.  If care is not taken, you may lose your balance.
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Safety Instructions

Don’ts:
• Do not operate the treadmill with the air opening blocked. Keep air openings free of

lint, hair, and the like.

• Do not drop or insert any object into any opening.

• Do not operate this treadmill with a damaged cord or plug or if it is not working
properly. Return the treadmill to a service center for examination and repair.

• Do not use in the same area as pools, hot tubs, water, or while you are wet.

• Do not use attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.

• Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The roller moves and may
cause you to fall.

• Do not leave unsupervised children near your treadmill.

• Do not allow animals on or near your treadmill.

• Do not operate the treadmill without the SAFETY KEY attached to the Keyboard and
the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing about waist height.

This product must be grounded. If it should malfunction or breakdown, grounding
provides a path of least resistance for electric current to reduce the risk of electric shock.
This product is equipped with a cord having an equipment-grounding conductor and a
grounding plug. The plug must be plugged into an appropriate outlet that is properly
installed and grounded in accordance with all local codes and ordinances.
DANGER—Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor can result in a
risk of electric shock. Check with a qualified electrician or serviceman if you are in doubt
as to whether the product is properly grounded. Do not modify the plug provided with the
product—if it will not fit the outlet, have a proper outlet installed
by a qualified electrician.

This product is for use on a nominal 120 volt
(Figure A) or 230 volt (Figure B)  circuit and has a
grounding plug that looks like the plug illustrated.
Make sure that the product is connected to an outlet
having the same configuration as the plug. No adapter
should be used with this product.  Do not defeat the
grounding function by:

a. Removing the “third” ground pin from the plug, or
b. Using an extension cord.

NOTE:
•The primary ground terminal for the machine is located in
   the motor compartment and is distinguished by the ground
   symbol (  ).

Figure A Figure B
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DANGER
ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD
Do Not Touch Motor.
WARNING: The drive motor is not electrically grounded and should not be touched when
power is supplied to the treadmill. A DANGER Label has been affixed to the motor which
reads:

The label also shows the symbol for an electrical shock hazard that illustrates the motor
should not be touched.

DANGER
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• Un appareil ne devrait jamais être gauche indépendant quand plugged dans.
Débrancher de la sortie quand pas dans l’usage et avant de mettre ou enlever partiee.

• Utiliser ce treadmill seulement pour son a l’usage projeté comme décrit dans ce
manuel.

• Garder la corde éloigné des surfaces chauffées.

• Débrancher, tourner tous contrôles au de la position, alors enlever le bouchon de la
sortie.

• Entretenir devrait être fait avec l’appareil débranché du circuit de provision.

• Eviter la possibilité de bystanders frappé ou attrapé entre le déménagement de parties
en assurant qu’ils sont hors d’atteinte du treadmill pendant qu’il est dans le
mouvement.

• La Prudence: le Risque de blessure à la personne pour éviter la blessure, la position
sur les barres de côté avant de commencer treadmill.

• Assurer que la corde électrique a assez mou pour permettre au treadmill pour s’élever
librement sans limité par la corde ou attrapé dans l’incline l’étagère. Ne courir pas le
cordon d’alimentation sous treadmill.

• Treadmill d’Usage à la maison seulement.

• Utilise un a dédié 120/230 VAC, 20 amp, -, mis à terre .

• Permettre le personnel à seulement entraîné pour entretenir cet équipement.

• Consulter votre médecin pour déterminer votre taux de coeur de cible.

• Ajuste votre propre vitesse et degré à moins que sous le contrôle d’un entraîneur,
physique therapist ou autre qualifié personne.

• Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions parce que le pont se
retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire
pourrait causer personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

• Garder l’espace derrière et de côté et d’autre du treadmill clair au cas où vous perdez
votre équilibre.

• Permettre seulement UNE personne A LA FOIS sur votre machine. Plus qu’une
personne en utilisant le treadmill peut causer A LA FOIS des dommages à la machine.

• Graduellement ralentir la ceinture avant d’arrêter il. Ceci minimisera la sensation de
s’a envie de que vous êtes le déménagement calme après vous arrête.

• En marchant sur la ceinture de chape pour essayer la tension, tenir le handrails.
L’erreur de ceinture de chape peut causer la perte d’équilibre.

• Avant de commencer treadmill, la ceinture de chape de straddle.

• En faisant chape de, garde doigts, détaché , bijouterie, et long bien de déménagement
parties.

• Le soin d’Usage quand stepping sur la ceinture de chape. Quelques-uns programment
le début aux vitesses aussi haut que 4.8 MPH Si le soin n’est pas pris peut vous
perdre votre équilibre.

Instructions de Sûreté
PRUDENCE—réduire le risque de
brûlures, feu et électrique choc et blessure
à personnes:
Faire:
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Ne Pas Faire:
• Ne pas opérer le treadmill avec l’air qui ouvre bloqué. Garder l’air ouvre libère de

bourre, les cheveux, et l’aimé.

• Ne pas tomber ou insérer de l’objet dans l’ouverture.

• N’opère pas ce treadmill avec un endommagé corde ou bouchon ou il ne travaille pas
convenablement. Retourne le treadmill à un centre de maintenance pour examen et
réparation.

• Ne pas utiliser dans le domaine pareil comme les mares, les baquets chauds, l’eau, ou
pendant que vous êtes mouillé.

• Ne pas utiliser d’attachement pas recommandé par le fabricant.

• Ne pas opérer le treadmill pendant qu’utilise l’oxygène de bottled.

• Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le treadmill. Les mouvements de
cylindre et peut vous causer de tomber.

• Ne pas partir les enfants de unsupervised près de votre treadmill.

• Ne pas permettre de ou l’animal sur ou près de votre treadmill.

• N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le lanyard coupé à votre
est vêtement de taille .

Ce produit doit être mis à terre. S’il doit mauvaise fonctionnement ou défaillance, mettre à
terre fournit un sentier de moins de résistance pour électrique courant réduire le risque
d’électrique choc. Ce produit est équipé avec une corde avoire un et un met à terre
bouchon. Le bouchon doit être plugged dans un correspondant sortie
qui convenablement est installé et est mis à terre conformément à tout
local codes et ordonnances. La connexion
DANGER-DEPLACE du conducteur de terre d’équipement peut
résulter dans un risque de choc électrique. Vérifie avec un qualifié
électricien ou serviceman si vous sont en doute si le produit
convenablement est mis à terre. Ne pas modifier le bouchon fourni
avec le produit-s’il n’ajustera pas la sortie, avoir une sortie propre
installée par un électricien qualifié.
Ce produit est pour l’usage sur un nominal 120/230 circuit de volt et a
un bouchon qui mettre à terre qui a l’air du bouchon illustré. S’assurer
 que le produit est connecté à une sortie configuration pareile qui a comme le bouchon.
Aucun adaptateur devrait être utilisé avec ce produit. Ne pas battre la fonction qui mettre
à terre par:

        a. Enlever la “troisième” épingle de sol du bouchon, ou
b. L’utilisation d’une rallonge.

LA NOTE:
Le terminal de sol Primaire pour la machine est localisé dans
le compartiment de moteur et est distingué par le symbole de
sol ( ).

Instructions de Sûreté

Figure BFigure A
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LE DANGER
DANGER DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE
ne Touche pas le Moteur.
L’AVERTISSEMENT: Le moteur d’unité n’est pas mis à terre et ne devrait pas être
électriquement touché quand l’alimentation au treadmill. Une Etiquette de DANGER a été
placée sur le moteur qui lit:

L’étiquette montre aussi le symbole pour un danger de choc électrique qui ne devrait pas
être touché.
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Helpful Instructions

• Straddle the tread belt and allow it to start moving at a safe speed before stepping
onto it.

• Hold the handlebar while adjusting the controls.

• Focus your eyes straight ahead to help maintain your balance.

• Wear comfortable, good-quality walking or running shoes.

• Warm-up and cool-down before and after your workout period.

How to Use This Manual
How This Manual is Organized
This manual contains five sections.

Section A: Basic Information
Provides information to familiarize yourself with your TRUE ZTX treadmill. It also
provides information about setting up your treadmill, tread belt adjustment and storage
instructions.

Section B: ZTX 825 (Non-Programmed)
Provides a general description of the display windows and keys and detailed operating
instructions on how to use the ZTX 825 (Non-Programmed) treadmill.

Section C: ZTX 825P (Programmed)
Provides a general description of the display windows and keys and detailed operating
instructions on how to use the ZTX 825P (Programmed) treadmill.

Section D: ZTX 825HRC (Heart Rate Control)
Provides a general description of the display windows and keys and detailed operating
instructions on how to use the ZTX 825HRC (Heart Rate Control) treadmill.

Section E: Maintenance
Provides information on maintenance, including maintenance schedules, calibration, error
codes, and diagnostics.

How to Find Topics and Procedures
There are three navigational aids in the manual to help you find a topic or instruction.

General Table of Contents
This table located on page xii covers the entire manual. You can use it to locate sections or
chapters that contain the information or instructions that you want.

Section Tables of Contents
Each of the six sections begins with their own table of contents. The section tables of
contents are more specific than the general table of contents.

Page Headers
Each page in the manual has a header, which serves as a visual aid to help you find a topic.
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How to Use This Manual

How to Read the Instructions
The instructions contain four elements.

Sequential Steps in two sections:

• Preliminary Instructions
These steps cover powering up, placing the SAFETY KEY, and adjusting weight.

• Workout Instructions
These steps cover setting up a workout, working out, and ending a workout.

NOTES
Helpful information is found in note boxes. Read them as well as the instructions. The
notes provide more detailed information, optional steps, and helpful tips.

NOTE:
When assembling the treadmill, it is not necessary to remove
the motor cover. All electrical connections have been made at
the factory.

CAUTIONS
Cautions contain critical information about situations that, if ignored, could cause
treadmill damage or bodily injury. They are provided in English and French.

CAUTION:
When walking on tread belt to test tension, hold onto the
handrails. Tread belt slip can cause loss of balance.

La Prudence:
En marchant sur la ceinture de chape pour essayer la tension,
tenir le handrails. L’erreur de ceinture de chape peut causer la
perte d’équilibre.
.

Message Center Text
The messages that appear in the Message Center are provided in the steps for you. They
show the text that the treadmill will display after you have performed specific steps. These
messages verify that you have followed the steps properly.
Example:

MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
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Section A

Basic Information
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Section A
Knowing Your Treadmill

Heart Rate Chart

Upper Control Panel
Quick Reference
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Section A
Knowing Your Treadmill
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Pedestal
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Pedestal
Screws

Front
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ON/OFF
Switch

Serial Number
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Section A
Knowing Your Treadmill
General Specifications
Height: 56”

Length: 74”

Width: 30”

Weight: 400 lbs

Tread Belt Area: 20” x 63”

Electrical Requirements: Either a) Dedicated 120 VAC (108-132 VAC, 50/60 Hz),
       20 amp, grounded outlet circuit (The receptacle must be
       a NEMA 5-20R Receptacle), or b) Dedicated 230 VAC (207-503
       VAC, 50/60 HZ), 20 amp, grounded outlet circuit (The receptacle
       must be a NEMA 6-20 R. Receptacle).

Grade: 0-15% Incline (0.5 Increments)

Speed: 0-12 MPH (0.1 Increments)

Weight Capacity: 400 lbs.

Figure A Figure B
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Section A

Setting Up
Your

Treadmill
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Section A
Setting Up Your Treadmill

Introduction
Congratulations on your purchase of a TRUE treadmill! You have chosen a premium piece
of exercise equipment designed to meet your facility’s fitness needs. Before using your
treadmill, please review this manual to learn about the unit’s features, functions, maintenance
procedures, and safe operation. Please read and understand the CAUTIONS and
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS located in the front of this manual.

Use this chapter to set up and familiarize yourself with your new TRUE ZTX treadmill.
The first part of the chapter describes how to set up your treadmill. The second part of the
chapter describes how to adjust the tread belt and store your treadmill.

NOTE:
Initial assembly of your TRUE ZTX treadmill must be
performed by authorized dealer only.

Receiving and Inspection
1. When receiving from carrier, inspect outside of carton for

damage and note any damage on the carrier’s bill of lading.

2. Remove plastic protective material from around the
treadmill.

3. Remove the treadmill from carton

4. After unpacking your TRUE ZTX treadmill, carefully
examine the condition of all pieces to determine if any
damage has occurred during shipment.

If damage has occurred, report it in writing to the carrier within 48 hours of
receipt.

Continued on Next Page
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Section A

Receiving and Inspection (Continued)

5. Check to see if you have
received 23 items:

1 Treadmill Base/
Pedestal Assembly

2 Handrails
2 Allen Wrenches
2 Screws (3/8”-16 X 4”)
4 Large Star Lock Washers
4 Small Star Lock Washers
4 Screws ( 1/4-20 X 5/8”)
2 Self Drilling Screws
1 Owner’s Manual
1 Warranty Card

Physical Requirements
Place your treadmill on a clean, level surface. Make sure the power cord easily reaches a
grounded three-pronged outlet and has enough slack to allow the treadmill to incline
freely without being limited by the power cord. Do not allow the treadmill to rest on the
power cord. Although your treadmill is designed to operate on most carpeted surfaces,
some deeply padded or heavy shag carpets can cause damage to your treadmill or carpet.
Have someone stand on the deck and make sure the tread belt does not touch the carpet at
any point.

Your TRUE treadmill is designed for indoor use only. Your treadmill should not be used in
the same area as hot tubs, pools, etc. Such use may void the warranty. Keep the
control panel out of direct sunlight as it may damage the materials from which the panel
is made and may result in malfunction of the unit.

Setting Up Your Treadmill
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Section A
Setting Up Your Treadmill
Electrical Requirements
Your TRUE treadmill requires either: a) Dedicated
120 VAC (108-132 VAC, 50/60 Hz), 20 amp,
grounded outlet circuit (The receptacle must be a
NEMA 5-20R Receptacle), or b) Dedicated 230
VAC (207 -253 VAC, 50/60 HZ), 20 amp, grounded
outlet circuit (The receptacle must be a NEMA 6-20
R. Receptacle).  This grounded outlet is especially
critical for the HRC system (ZTX 825 HRC to
function properly.

CAUTION:
Make sure that the product is connected to an outlet
having the same configuration as the plug. No adapter
should be used with this product. Do not defeat the
grounding function by:
a. Removing the “third” ground pin from the plug, or
b. Using an extension cord.

La Prudence:
S’assurer que le produit est connecté à une sortie configura-
tion pareile qui a comme le bouchon. Aucun adaptateur
devrait être utilisé avec ce produit. Ne pas battre la fonction
qui mettre à terre par:

a. Enlever la “troisième” épingle de sol du bouchon, ou
b. L’utilisation d’une rallonge.

NOTE:
This unit has a either a) A NEMA 5-20 plug and requires a
NEMA 5-20 receptacle, or b) A NEMA 6-20 plug and
requires a NEMA 6-20 receptacle.

NOTE:
Units produced for use outside of the U.S.A. will have
voltage listed on the identification tag.

Treadmill Assembly
To assemble your True ZTX treadmill it is necessary to lift the pedestal into position and
assemble the handrails.

NOTE:
When assembling the treadmill, it is not necessary to re-
move the motor cover. All electrical connections have been
made at the factory

Continued on Next Page

Figure A Figure B
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Section A
Setting Up Your Treadmill

Treadmill Assembly (Continued)

Pedestal Positioning
1. Place the treadmill on location.

Make sure that the location you
have chosen meets the physical
and electrical requirements listed
earlier.

2. Remove screws (2) and
Lower Pedestal Spacer from
the Pedestal.

Save the Lower Pedestal Spacer
for future transporting of your
treadmill. Save the screws for
step 5.

3. Loosen the Pedestal Hinge
Screws. Do not remove them.

4. Lift Pedestal to the
“up” position while
guiding legs into the
base.

Continued on Next Page
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Section A
Setting Up Your Treadmill
Treadmill Assembly
Pedestal Positioning (Continued)
5. Insert 2 screws (3/8”-16 X 4”)

and lock washers on each side
of the Pedestal. Tighten all
4 screws with the Allen
Wrench provided.

Use the 2 screws removed from
the Lower Pedestal Spacer and the
2 screws and 4 washers from the
hardware package. When inserting and
tightening screws, make sure that they go in straight, through the holes in the
Pedestal and thread into the threaded portion of the base.

NOTE:
Do not operate unless all 4 screws are securely tightened to
insure that they do not work themselves loose.

6. Tighten the Pedestal Hinge Screws with the Allen wrench
provided.

Handrail Assembly
7. Remove the protective plastic caps from handrail sleeves.

8. Assemble both handrails over the handrail sleeves.

NOTE:
The left handrail has a sticker marked “L”. The right handrail
does not have a sticker.

Continued on Next Page
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Section A
Setting Up Your Treadmill
Treadmill Assembly (Continued)

9. Insert 4 screws and star
lock washers (1/4”-20 X 5/8”)
through the holes in the top
of the handrails and 2
self-drilling screws into
the holes in the bottom
of the handrails. Tighten
all 6 screws.

10. Remove the fibercore shock
pad from the gap between the
elevation  rack and the frame.
To remove the shock pad:
a. Follow the first 5 steps in the preliminary operating

instructions for the Manual Mode of your treadmill.

NOTE:
Because you are not standing on the tread belt you do not
need to connect the SAFETY KEY lanyard clip to your
clothing.

b. Hold  while placing the SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard
to enter the Calibration Mode.

The following messages will repeat themselves one at a time:
CALIBRATION
PRESS START

On the ZTX 825: CAL, PrSS, Strt.

c. Use  to change the numbers in
the GRADE Window (Heart Rate
Window on ZTX 825) from 200
to approximately 160

d. Pull the Shock Pad from between
the frame and the incline rack.

e. Remove the SAFETY KEY and shut
the power switch off.
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Section A

Tread Belt
Adjustment

Caution:
When making tread belt adjustments, keep fingers, loose
clothing, jewelry, and long hair well out of the way of moving
parts.

La Prudence:
En faisant chape de, garde doigts, détaché , bijouterie, et long
bien de déménagement parties.

NOTE:
This treadmill has a “user not present function” that resets
the treadmill if no one is on the tread belt for 30 seconds or is
making changes in speed or grade. Tread belt adjustments
may require two people—one person to adjust the tread belt
and one person to make small adjustments in speed or grade
to keep the machine from resetting.
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Section A
Tread Belt Adjustment

Tread Belt Alignment (If Tread Belt is Not Centered)
Your treadmill’s tread belt has been properly aligned at the factory. It is important that the
treadmill be level from side to side. When the treadmill is used on an uneven surface, it
may require further adjustment. You may adjust it by the following method.

1. Unplug the treadmill and check the position of the tread belt.

NOTE:
Tread belt alignment does not have to be of equal distance
from both sides as long as the tread belt does not rub or cause
binding.

If the tread belt is rubbing on a straddle
cover use the following method to center
it:
a. Stand beside the treadmill on the side

you want to push the tread belt away
from.

b. Use one foot to push the tread belt
away from the straddle cover and
towards the back of the unit so that
the tread belt rotates.

2. Stand beside your treadmill and follow the operating
instructions for running the treadmill in Manual Mode at
5 MPH.

See the Manual Mode Section for your treadmill. Because you are not on the
tread belt you do not need to connect the SAFETY KEY lanyard clip.

3 Center the tread belt.
• If the tread belt is off-center to the

right, use a 3/4” socket and driver
to turn the left roller adjustment
bolt 1/4 turn counterclockwise.

• If the tread belt is off-center to the
left, use a 3/4” socket and driver
to turn the left roller adjustment
bolt 1/4 turn clockwise.

4. Let the machine run for several minutes to check the
alignment.

If more correction is needed, turn the adjustment bolt 1/4 turn and check again.

Continued on Next Page
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Section A
Tread Belt Adjustment

Tread Belt Tension (If Tread Belt is Slipping)
Your treadmill’s tread belt has been properly tensioned at the factory. To assure maximum
life of the tread belt, roller, and drive motor, make sure the tread belt tension is set
correctly. Make sure that the tread belt is aligned before you adjust the tension.

CAUTION:
When walking on tread belt to test tension, hold onto the
handrails. Tread belt slip can cause loss of balance.

La Prudence:
En marchant sur la ceinture de chape pour essayer la tension,
tenir le handrails. L’erreur de ceinture de chape peut causer la
perte d’équilibre.

1. Stand beside your treadmill and follow the operating
instructions for running the treadmill in Manual Mode at
5 MPH.

See the Manual Mode Section for your treadmill.

2. Turn both rear roller adjustment
bolts counterclockwise in equal
1/4  turn increments until the
tread belt just begins slipping
while walking on it.

When walking on the tread belt be sure
to attach the SAFETY KEY lanyard clip
to your clothing about waist height.

3. Turn both rear roller adjustment
bolts clockwise in equal 1/4 turn increments until the tread
belt stops slipping while walking on it.  Test after each
adjustment.

4. Run on tread belt to ensure that the tread belt does not slip
under normal use.

When running on the tread belt be sure to attach the SAFETY KEY lanyard
clip to your clothing about waist height.

• If the belt does not slip, your treadmill belt tension has been properly set.

• If the belt slips, readjust it until it does not.
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Windows
HEART RATE Window
The HEART RATE Window displays your heart rate when you hold the two heart rate
contacts or are wearing the heart rate transmitter strap (sold separately).

Primary Display Window
The Primary Display Window:
1. Displays the time, pace, grade, calories, and distance.
2. Displays a track to chart your progress.

SPEED Window
The SPEED Window displays your speed in .1 MPH increments.

Indicators
A blinking indicator tells you the display is in scan mode and will rotate through all the
displays. It changes from one display to the next every five seconds. To change from scan
mode to hold on a specific display, press  when that indicator is blinking. The
 indicator will then remain lit.

TIME Indicator
The TIME  Indicator tells you that the Primary Display Window is displaying elapsed time.
(0-99 minutes and 59 seconds).

PACE Indicator
The PACE Indicator tells you that the Primary Display Window is displaying the amount
of time required to complete one mile at the current speed.

GRADE Indicator
The GRADE  Indicator tells you that the Primary Display Window is  displaying the
incline in percent of grade in .5% increments.

CALORIES Indicator
The CALORIES Indicator tells you that the Primary Display Window is displaying the
calories burned, based on weight, speed, grade, and time.

DISTANCE Indicator
The DISTANCE Indicator tells you that the Primary Display Window is displaying the
miles traveled in .01 mile increments up to 9.99 miles, and .1 mile increments past 10
miles.

TRACK Indicator
The TRACK Indicator tells you that the Primary Display Window is displaying a visual
guide of your progress. It shows a track and indicates your position on the track.

ZTX 825 Upper Control
Panel
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ZTX 825 Keyboard

S
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SAFETY KEY and Lanyard Clip
You can help to protect yourself from injuries resulting from unexpected loss of balance by
attaching the SAFETY KEY to the Keyboard and the lanyard clip to your clothing about
waist height. When the SAFETY KEY is detached from the Keyboard, your treadmill
stops, resets itself, and will not operate.

Quick Start/START/RESET Key 
The Quick Start/START/RESET Key starts the belt in motion. It also resets distance, time,
and calories when held for three seconds. It can be used to start a manual mode workout
without having to go through any setup.

GRADE Keys 
The GRADE Keys adjust the incline at any time during your workout.

STOP/PAUSE Key 
The STOP/PAUSE Key stops the treadmill at any point in your workout. Information will
be retained for 30 seconds unless the STOP/PAUSE key is held for five seconds or longer.

SPEED Keys 
The SPEED Keys are used to adjust the speed in .1 MPH increments and change weight.

SELECT/ENTER Key 
The SELECT/ENTER Key is used to enter your weight. It is also used for selecting what is
displayed in the Primary Display Window. It can be used to alternate from scan mode to
hold on one display. To change from scan mode to hold on a specific display, press the
SELECT/ENTER Key when that indicator is blinking. The indicator will then remain lit. A
blinking indicator tells you the display is in scan mode and will rotate through all the
displays. It changes from one display to the next every 15 seconds.

ZTX 825 Keyboard
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Manual Mode
You start the workout without setting any parameters and the treadmill will automatically
begin your workout at .5 MPH and 0% grade. You then can manually change both the
speed and grade at any time during the workout. You may also monitor your heart rate
with the heart rate contacts or the heart rate chest strap (sold separately). Heart rate
monitoring will not affect the workout.

Preliminary Instructions
1. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep the area under the treadmill free from obstructions
because the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY
KEY is placed on the Keyboard. Failure to do so could cause
personal injury or damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

2. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

3. Turn power on with the ON/OFF switch.

4. Step on the treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing
one foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le
treadmill. Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous causer de
tomber.

SAFETY KEY Instructions
5. Place the SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

Continued on Next Page
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Manual Mode
Safety Key Instructions (Continued)

6. Connect the lanyard clip to the waistband of your
clothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate the treadmill without the SAFETY KEY
attached to the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your
clothing about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille.

The Primary Display Window will show the last entered weight.

Helpful Operation

• Press to begin your workout without entering your

weight (Quick Start)

Adjusting Weight Instructions:

7. Press the  keys to change the weight.

8. Press
The Primary Display Window will display 0:00 for the time and the SPEED
Window will display 0.0 for the speed.

Workout Instructions
1. Press to start the belt in motion.

The Upper Control Panel gives an audible signal three times.

2. Hold the handlebar, carefully step onto the tread belt, and
begin walking.

3. Press    to adjust speed during your workout.

4. Press   to adjust grade during your workout.

Continued on Next Page
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Manual Mode

Workout Instructions (Continued)

Helpful Operation
• To reset distance, time, or calories during the workout,

press and hold  until a 0 appears in the Primary
Display Window.

Ending Workout Instructions

5. Press  to reduce speed to 2 MPH.

6. Press  to end workout.
The treadmill will pause and the Primary Display Window will  display your
accumulated workout data for 30 seconds after which the treadmill resets.

Helpful Operation

• Press and hold  to reset the Upper Control Panel to the

weight prompt when the machine is not in use.

• To change from scan mode to hold on a specific display, press

 when that indicator is blinking. The indicator will then

remain lit. A blinking indicator tells you the display is in scan

mode and will rotate through all the displays. It changes from

one display to the next every five seconds.
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Quick Reference Instructions
The following is a quick overview of the basic operating instructions for your TRUE
ZTX 825 treadmill. While detailed operating instructions are provided in the specific
sections for each model, these quick reference instructions can be used to remind yourself
of the basic operating procedures.

CAUTION:
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, and cautions
before using treadmill.

La Prudence:
Lit et comprend toutes instructions, avertissements, et
prudences avant utilisation treadmill.

Manual Workout:
1. Stand on the Straddle Covers.

2. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach lanyard clip
to clothing about waist height.

3. Press  (Quick Start).

4. Press   to adjust the speed.

5. Press  to adjust the grade.

NOTE:
Any time you hold the heart rate contacts your heart rate will
be displayed in the Heart Rate Window.

6. Press  to reduce speed to 2 MPH.

7. Press to end workout.
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ZTX 825P Upper Control
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Windows:
HEART RATE Window
The HEART RATE Window displays your heart rate when you hold the two heart rate
contacts or are wearing the heart rate transmitter strap (sold separately).

DISTANCE Window
The DISTANCE Window displays the miles traveled in .01 mile increments up to 9.99
miles and .1 mile increments past 10 miles. It can be set to countdown instead of counting
up.

GRADE Window
The GRADE Window displays the incline in percent of grade in .5% increments.

Message Center
The Message Center  prompts you during setup.

Dot Matrix Window
The Dot Matrix Window graphically shows your progress during workouts.

SPEED Window
The SPEED Window displays your speed in .1 MPH increments.

Indicators:
TIME Indicator
The TIME indicator tells you that the TIME/PACE Window is displaying the elapsed time
(0-99 minutes and 59 seconds). It can be set to countdown instead of counting up.

PACE Indicator
The PACE indicator tells you that the TIME/PACE Window is displaying the amount of
time required to complete one mile at the current speed.

CALORIES Indicator
The CALORIES indicator tells you that the CALORIES/METS Window is displaying the
calories burned, based on weight, speed, grade and time.

METS Indicator
The METS indicator tells you that the CALORIES/METS Window is displaying the
energy that you are using: One MET is the amount of energy your body uses at rest. If a
physical activity has an equivalent of six METS, its energy demands are six times that of
your resting state.

Express Keys:
SPEED INTERVAL Express Key 
The SPEED INTERVAL Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the SPEED
INTERVAL program.

Continued on Next Page

ZTX 825P Upper Control
Panel
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Express Keys (Continued)

WEIGHT LOSS Express Key 
The WEIGHT LOSS  Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the WEIGHT
LOSS program.

HILL INTERVAL Express Key 
The HILL INTERVAL Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the HILL
INTERVAL program.

CV (Cardiovascular) WORKOUT Express Key 
The CV WORKOUT Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the CV
WORKOUT program.

ZTX 825P Keyboard
SAFETY KEY and Lanyard
You can help to protect yourself from injuries resulting from unexpected loss of balance
by attaching the SAFETY KEY to the Keyboard and the lanyard clip to your clothing
about waist height. When the SAFETY KEY is detached from the Keyboard, your
treadmill stops, resets itself, and will not operate.

CLEAR Key 
The CLEAR  Key clears information from the display input with the Numeric Keys.

Quick Start/START/RESET Key 
The Quick Start/START/RESET Key starts the belt in motion. It also resets distance, time,
and calories when held for 5 seconds. It can be used to start a manual workout without
having to go through any setup.

NUMERIC Keys

The NUMERIC Keys allow you to enter numeric information into the display.

GRADE Keys 
The GRADE Keys adjust the grade at any time during your workout. During setup, they
can be used to set the distance to countdown and to scroll through the programs.

STOP/PAUSE Key 
The STOP/PAUSE Key stops the treadmill at any point in your workout. Information will
be retained for 30 seconds unless the STOP/PAUSE key is held for five seconds or longer.

Continued on Next Page

ZTX 825P Keyboard
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ZTX 825P Keyboard (Continued)

SPEED Keys 
The SPEED Keys are used to adjust the speed in .1 MPH increments. During setup they
can be used to change weight, to choose workout parameters, and to set time to count down.

SELECT/ENTER Key 
The SELECT/ENTER Key is used to enter your weight during setup. It is also used for
changing the dual function displays (TIME/PACE and CALORIES/METS Windows).

ENTER Key 
The ENTER Key allows you to enter information which has been input into the display.
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Manual Mode
In the manual mode you can set the duration or distance of the workout to count down.
You may also start the workout without setting any parameters and the treadmill will
automatically begin your workout at .5 MPH and 0% grade. You can then manually
change both the speed and grade at any time during the workout. You may also monitor
your heart rate with the heart rate contacts or the heart rate transmitter strap (sold
separately). Heart rate monitoring will not affect the workout.

Preliminary Instructions
1. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions because
the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is
placed. Failure to do so could cause personal injury or
damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

2. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

3. Turn power on with the ON/OFF switch.

4. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing one
foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le treadmill.
Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous causer de tomber.
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Preliminary Instructions
SAFETY KEY Instructions:

5. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

6. Connect the lanyard clip to the waistband of your clothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille.

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The Dot Matrix Window will display last entered weight.

Helpful Operation

• Press to begin your workout without entering your

weight (Quick Start)

Adjusting Weight Instructions:
You can set your weight to obtain a more accurate Calories/METs readout.

7. Use to
enter new weight.

8. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
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Manual Mode
Preliminary Instructions
Helpful Operations
• To set the countdown feature that causes the time or

distance to count down rather than starting at “0” and
counting up:

1. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST TIME +
PRESS START

2. Use 
to enter a value for time.

3. Press the  key to set the time.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:

ADJ DISTANCE  +
PRESS START

4. Press  to enter the distance.
5. Press  to set the distance.

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:

MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

NOTE:
When using the countdown feature, both time and distance
functions will give you an audible signal and begin counting
up when the time or distance has reached “0”. The tread belt
will continue to move.
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Manual Mode (Continued)

Workout Instructions
1. Press to start the belt in motion.

The Upper Control Panel gives an audible signal three times.

2. Hold the handlebar, carefully step onto the tread belt, and
begin walking.

3.  Adjust the speed or grade:

a. Use 
to input the numeric value.

The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex: If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.

or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window displays the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.
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Manual Mode
Workout Instructions (Continued)

Helpful Operations

• You can also use  to change the speed and   to
change the grade instead of using the

 and the
 or .

• To reset distance, time, or calories during the workout, press
and hold  until 0’s appear in the TIME/PACE,
DISTANCE, and CALORIES/METS windows.

• Use  to remove values mistakenly input with the
.

Ending Workout Instructions:

4. Use  to enter
20 (20=2.0) and press  or  to adjust the speed down to
2 MPH.

5. Press to end workout.
The Message Center displays your accumulated data for the workout.

Helpful Operations

• Press and hold to reset the Upper Control Panel to the
weight prompt when the machine is not in use.
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Programmed Workout Mode

There are four programmed workouts:

• Hill Interval

• Weight Loss Workout

• Cardiovascular Workout

• Speed Interval Workout

Each program has nine levels of intensity. The treadmill controls both the speed and
grade. See the Program Profiles on the next page. These workouts are not heart rate
controlled, but you can monitor your heart rate with the heart rate contacts or the heart
rate transmitter strap (sold separately). Programs run from five minutes to 99 minutes. In
the set-up mode, you can return to manual mode by pressing any Express Key.
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Solid Line is The Grade

Weight Loss Workout

Screened Area Is The Speed

Hill Interval Workout

Solid Line is The Grade

Screened Area Is The Speed

Cardiovascular Workout

Solid Line is The Grade

Screened Area Is The Speed

Speed Interval Workout

Solid Line is The Speed

Screened Area Is The Grade

Program Profiles

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.2

4.6

5.0

5.4

6.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

3.4

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4.0

4.2

0.0

0.5

0.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.2

4.6

5.0

5.4

6.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.5

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.2

4.6

5.0

5.4

6.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.5

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0
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Programmed Workout Mode
Preliminary Instructions
1. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions because
the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is
placed. Failure to do so could cause personal injury or
damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

2. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

3. Turn power on with the ON/OFF switch.

4. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing one
foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille.
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Programmed Workout Mode
Preliminary Instructions
SAFETY KEY Instructions
5. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

6. Connect lanyard clip to the waistband of yourclothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille.

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The Dot Matrix Window will display last entered weight.
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Programmed Workout Mode

Adjusting Weight Instructions
You can set your weight to obtain a more accurate Calories/METs readout.

7. Use   to
enter new weight.

8. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

Workout Instructions
Choose a Program.
1. Press , or , or , or  to access a

program.

Set Program Level.
2. Use  to enter the program level.

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST LEVEL +
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
(PROGRAM  NAME)

3. Press  to set the program level.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST TIME +
PRESS START
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Programmed Workout Mode
Workout Instructions (Continued)

Enter Time.

4. Use  to
enter time.

NOTE:
If you accidently pressed  or , the program
profile will display in the Dot Matrix Window. Press  to
begin workout.

5. Press  to start the tread belt in motion.
The following messages will display themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
STARTING 3
STARTING 2
STARTING 1

The time will begin to count down in the TIME/PACE Window.

Start Workout.

6. Hold the handlebar, carefully step onto the tread belt, and
begin walking.

Caution:
Use care when stepping onto tread belt. Some programs start
at speeds as high as 4.8 MPH. If care is not taken, you may
lose your balance.

La Prudence:
Le soin d’Usage quand stepping sur la ceinture de chape.
Quelques-uns programment le début aux vitesses aussi haut
que 4.8 m. p. h. Si le soin n’est pas pris peut vous perdre
votre équilibre.

NOTE:
You can change the speed and grade any time during the
workout. The change in speed or grade will remain in effect
until there is a programmed change in speed or grade.

Continued on Next Page
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Programmed Workout Mode
Helpful Operations:
• To reset time, distance, or calories during the workout, press

and hold  until 0’s appear in the DISTANCE and
CALORIES/METS Windows and time restarts.

• To adjust the speed or grade:

a. Use 
to input the numeric value.

The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex: If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.

or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window displays the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.

• You can also use  to change the speed and   to
change the grade.

• Use  to remove values mistakenly input with the

Ending Workout Instructions:
At the end of the elapsed time the tread belt stops. The display then blinks, beeps three
times, and the Message Center will display your accumulated data for the workout. After
an additional 30 seconds the treadmill resets back to the weight prompt.

7. To end workout before your time has elapsed, press .

Helpful Operations
• Press and hold  to reset the Upper Control Panel to the

weight prompt when the machine is not in use.
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Quick Reference Instructions
The following is a quick overview of the basic operating instructions for your TRUE
ZTX 825P treadmill. While detailed operating instructions are provided in the specific
sections for each model, these quick reference instructions can be used to remind yourself
of the basic operating procedures.

CAUTION:
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, and cautions
before using treadmill.

La Prudence:
Lit et comprend toutes instructions, avertissements, et
prudences avant utilisation treadmill.

Manual Workout:
1. Stand on Straddle Covers.
2. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach lanyard clip

to your clothing about waist height.
3. Press  (Quick Start).

4. Press     or      to adjust the speed.
5. Press     or      to adjust the grade.

NOTE:
Any time you hold the heart rate contacts your heart rate will
be displayed in the Heart Rate Window.

6. Press   to reduce speed to 2 MPH.
7. Press to end workout.

Programmed Workout:
1. Stand on Straddle Covers.
2. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach lanyard clip

to your clothing about waist height.
3. Enter weight and press .

4. Press  , or , or , or  to access a
program.

5. Press     or     to set the program level.
6. Press .

7. Press     or     to adjust time.
8. Press .
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ZTX 825HRC Upper Control
Panel
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ZTX 825HRC Upper Control
Panel
Windows/Indicators
HEART RATE Window
The HEART RATE Window displays your heart rate when you hold the two heart
rate contacts or are wearing the heart rate transmitter strap (sold separately).

DISTANCE Window
The DISTANCE Window displays the miles traveled in .01 mile increments up to 9.99
miles and .1 mile increments past 10 miles. It can be set to countdown instead of
counting up.

GRADE Window
The GRADE Window displays the incline in percent of grade .5% increments.

Message Center
The MESSAGE CENTER prompts you during setup.

Dot Matrix Window
The Dot Matrix Window graphically displays your progress during workouts.

SPEED Window
The SPEED Window displays your speed in .1 MPH increments.

Express Keys
CRUISE CONTROL/TARGET HRC Express Key 
The CRUISE CONTROL Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the Cruise
Control mode and the Target HRC workout.

INTERVAL HRC Express Key INTERVAL
HRC

The INTERVAL HRC Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the
INTERVAL HRC workout.

SPEED INTERVAL Express Key 
The SPEED INTERVAL Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the SPEED
INTERVAL program.

Continued on Next Page
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Express Keys (CONTINUED)

WEIGHT LOSS Express Key
The WEIGHT LOSS Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the
WEIGHT LOSS program.

HILL INTERVAL Express Key 
The HILL INTERVAL Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the
HILL INTERVAL program.

CV (Cardiovascular) WORKOUT Express Key 
The CV WORKOUT Express Key allows you to quickly and easily access the
CV WORKOUT program.

ZTX 825HRC Keyboard
SAFETY KEY
You can help to protect yourself from injuries resulting from unexpected loss of
balance by attaching the SAFETY KEY to the Keyboard and the lanyard clip to your
clothing about waist height. When the SAFETY KEY is detached from the Keyboard,
your treadmill stops, resets itself and will not operate.

CLEAR Key 
The CLEAR  Key  clears information from the display input with the Numeric Keys.

Quick Start/START/RESET Key 
The Quick Start/START/RESET Key starts the belt in motion. It also resets distance,
time, and calories when held for three seconds. It can be used to start a manual
workout without having to go through any setup.

NUMERIC Keys

The NUMERIC Keys allow you to enter  numeric information into the display.

GRADE Keys 
The GRADE Keys adjust the grade at any time during your workout. The treadmill
adjusts from 0% to 15%. The GRADE Keys are also used to set distance to
countdown, and to scroll through programs.

STOP/PAUSE Key
The STOP/PAUSE Key stops the treadmill at any point in your workout and will pause
the treadmill for 30 seconds before resetting.

Continued on Next Page

ZTX 825HRC Keyboard
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ZTX 825HRC Keyboard (Continued)

SPEED Keys 
The SPEED Keys are used to adjust the speed in .1 MPH increments. They can be used to
change weight, to choose workout parameters, and to set time to countdown.

SELECT/ENTER Key 
The SELECT/ENTER Key is used to enter your weight during setup. It is also used for
changing the dual function displays (TIME/PACE and CALORIES/METS Windows).

ENTER Key 
The ENTER Key allows you to enter information which has been input.
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Manual Mode
The manual mode allows you to set the duration of the workout or distance before
you start the workout. If you start the workout without setting any parameters, the
treadmill will automatically begin your workout at .5 MPH and 0% grade. You can
then manually change both the speed and grade at any time during the workout. You
may also monitor your heart rate with the heart rate contacts or the heart rate transmitter
strap (sold separately). Heart rate monitoring will not affect the workout.

Preliminary Instructions
1. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions
because the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY
KEY is placed. Failure to do so could cause personal
injury or damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

2. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

3. Turn power on with the ON/Off switch.

4. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing
one foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill.
The roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le
treadmill. Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous
causer de tomber.

Continued on Next Page
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Manual Mode
SAFETY KEY Instructions

5. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

6. Connect lanyard clip to the waistband of your clothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The TIME/PACE window will display last entered weight.

Helpful Operation

• Press   to begin your workout without entering your
weight (Quick Start)

Adjusting Weight Instructions
You can set your weight to obtain a more accurate CALORIES/METS readout.

7. Use to
enter new weight.

8. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

Helpful Operation

• To set the countdown feature that causes the time or
distance to count down rather than starting at “0” and
counting up:                     Continued on Next Page
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Manual Mode

Helpful Operation (Continued)

1. Press  three times.
The DISTANCE and TIME/PACE Windows will blink and the following
messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a time:
ADJUST TIME +
ADJUST DISTANCE
PRESS START

2. Use
to enter a value for time.

3. Press  to enter a value for distance.
4. Press .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:

MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

NOTE:
When using the countdown feature, both time and distance
functions will give you an audible signal and begin counting
up when the time or distance has reached “0”. The tread belt
will continue to move.

Workout Instructions
1. Press to start the belt in motion.

The Upper Control Panel gives audible signal three times.

2. Hold the handlebar, carefully step onto the tread belt, and
begin walking.

3.  Adjust the speed or grade:

a. Use
to input the numeric value.

The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

Continued on Next Page
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Manual Mode

Workout Instructions (Continued)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex: If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.

or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window will display the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.

Helpful Operations

• You can also use  to change the speed and   to
change the grade instead of using the

 and the

 or .
• To reset distance, time, or calories during the workout, press

and hold  until zeros appear in the TIME/PACE,
DISTANCE, and CALORIES/METS windows.

• Use  to remove values mistakenly input with the
.

Ending Workout Instructions:

4. Use to enter
20 (20=2.0) and press  or  to adjust the speed down to
2 MPH.

5. Press .
The Message Center will now display your accumulated data for the workout.

Helpful Operations

• Press and hold to reset the Upper Control Panel to the
weight prompt when the machine is not in use.
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Programmed Workout Mode

There are four programmed workouts:

• Hill Interval Workout

• Weight Loss Workout

• Cardiovascular Workout

• Speed Interval Workout

Each program has nine levels of intensity. The treadmill controls both the speed and
grade. See the Program Profiles on the next page. These workouts are not heart rate
controlled, but you can monitor your heart rate with the heart rate contacts or the heart
rate transmitter strap (sold separately). Programs run from five minutes to 99 minutes. In
the set-up mode, you can return to manual mode by pressing any Express Key.
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Solid Line is The Grade

Weight Loss Workout

Screened Area Is The Speed

Hill Interval Workout

Solid Line is The Grade

Screened Area Is The Speed

Cardiovascular Workout

Solid Line is The Grade

Screened Area Is The Speed

Speed Interval Workout

Solid Line is The Speed

Screened Area Is The Grade

Programmed Workout Mode
Program Profiles

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.2

4.6

5.0

5.4

6.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

3.4

2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

4.0

4.2

0.0

0.5

0.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.2

4.6

5.0

5.4

6.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.5

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

Level
Speed
(MPH)

Grade
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Min Max Min Max

2.0

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.4

3.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

3.6

4.2

4.6

5.0

5.4

6.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.5

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0
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Programmed Workout Mode
Preliminary Instructions
1. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions because
the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is
placed on the Keyboard. Failure to do so could cause personal
injury or damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

2. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

3. Turn power on with ON/OFF switch.

4. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing one
foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le treadmill.
Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous causer de tomber.

Safety Key Instructions
5. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

Continued on Next Page
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Programmed Workout Mode
Safety Key Instructions (Continued)

6. Connect lanyard clip to the waistband of your
clothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The TIME/PACE window will display last entered weight.

Adjusting Weight Instructions
You can set your weight to obtain a more accurate CALORIES/METS readout.

7. Use to
enter new weight.

8. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
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Programmed Workout Mode
Workout Instructions
Choose a Program.
1. Press  , or , or , or  to access a

program.

Set Program Level.
2. Use     or      to enter the program level.

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST LEVEL +
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
(PROGRAM  NAME)

3. Press  to set the program level.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST TIME+
PRESS START

Enter Time.
4. Use  to

enter time.

NOTE:
If you accidently pressed  or , PRESS START
will display in the Message Center. Press  to begin
workout.

Continued on Next Page
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Programmed Workout Mode
Workout Instructions (Continued)

5. Press  to start the tread belt in motion.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
STARTING 3
STARTING 2
STARTING 1

The time will begin to count down in the TIME/PACE Window.

Start Workout.

6. Hold the handlebar, carefully step onto the tread belt, and
begin walking.

CAUTION:
Use care when stepping onto tread belt. Some programs start
at speeds as high as 4.8 MPH. If care is not taken, you may
lose your balance.

La Prudence:
Le soin d’Usage quand stepping sur la ceinture de chape.
Quelques-uns programment le début aux vitesses aussi haut
que 4.8 MPH Si le soin n’est pas pris peut vous perdre votre
équilibre.

NOTE:
You can change the speed and grade any time during the
workout. The change in speed or grade will remain in effect
until there is a programmed change in speed or grade.

Helpful Operations

• To reset time, distance, or calories during the workout, press
and hold  until 0’s appear in the DISTANCE and
CALORIES/METS windows and time restarts.

Continued on Next Page
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Programmed Workout Mode

Helpful Operations (Continued)

• To adjust the speed or grade:

a. Use
to input the numeric value.

The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex: If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.

or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window will display the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.

• You can also use  to change the speed and   to
change the grade.

• Use  to remove values mistakenly input with the

Ending Workout Instructions:
At the end of the elapsed time the tread belt stops. The display then blinks, beeps three
times, and the Message Center will display your accumulated data for the workout. After
an additional 30 seconds the treadmill resets back to the weight prompt.

7. Press to end workout before your time has elapsed.

Helpful Operations

• Press and hold  to reset the Upper Control Panel to the
weight prompt when the machine is not in use.
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Heart Rate Control (HRC)
Overview
Heart Rate Control
You are the owner of the most sophisticated Heart Rate Control treadmill available. TRUE
HRC is a unique, patented system. It accommodates a range of users from those in physical
rehabilitation to world class athletes, and all those in between. The TRUE HRC treadmill
allows you to do a completely hands free heart rate controlled workout using speed,
grade, or both. The user determines the key parameters of the HRC workout. By training
at a specific target heart rate, you can exercise at a more efficient cardiovascular level.
The TRUE HRC system is unique because you can enter the key parameters of your
workout: target heart rate, maximum speed, maximum grade, and time prior to beginning
your HRC workout. As you approach your target heart rate, the treadmill software takes
over and changes speed and/or grade to keep you near your target heart rate. This gives
you a completely hands free workout.

Recommendations
Before selecting a target heart rate control workout, it is important to use the treadmill for
several workouts in the manual mode while monitoring your heart rate. You can monitor
your heart rate during workouts by using the heart rate transmitter strap (sold separately).
Your heart rate will appear in the Message Center, and the heart will blink in the Dot
Matrix Window to indicate a signal is being received.
After you have spent some time learning how your heart reacts to different levels of speed
and grade, you will have a better understanding of how to select the maximum speed and
maximum grade required to reach your target heart rate.

CAUTION:
Consult your physician to determine your target heart rate.

La Prudence:
Consulter votre médecin pour déterminer votre taux de coeur
de cible.

Examples

#1 A user who physically cannot walk over 2.5 MPH can safely use heart rate
control by entering a maximum speed of 2.5 in a heart rate control workout
and a maximum grade of 10%.

#2 A runner can run up to a maximum speed of 10 MPH, without hills, by
entering a maximum speed of 10 MPH and a maximum grade of 0%.

#3 A walker enters a maximum speed of 4.0 MPH and a maximum grade of 6%.
The walker is limited to a maximum speed of 4.0 MPH and a grade of up to
6%.

The three following workout modes are variations of the heart rate controlled workout.
They vary in complexity of the workout. The Cruise Control Mode is the simplest and the
Interval Heart Rate Control Mode is the most complex.
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Cruise Control
Cruise Control is similar to the manual workout. The difference is that when you are using
heart rate transmitter strap (sold separately) and you press , the treadmill will
adjust the speed and grade in order to maintain the heart rate at that level for the rest of
your workout. This is the simplest way to enter target heart rate training.
When working out in the HRC mode, the speed will increase until the maximum speed is
reached, then the grade will begin to increase. When lowering heart rate, the grade will
decrease first, followed by speed.
If you enter the HRC stage below 5 MPH, the speed you enter will be the maximum
speed of your workout, i.e., you like to walk at a maximum speed of 3.8 MPH, you should
enter HRC at 3.8 MPH.
If you enter the HRC stage at or above 5 MPH, you will have an additional 1 MPH added
to the speed that you entered, i.e., you enter HRC at 6 MPH, your maximum attainable
speed in the HRC stage will be 7 MPH.
If you do not enter the HRC stage with a grade, no grade will be available during the HRC
stage of your workout. Only speed will be used to control your heart rate.
If you enter the HRC stage with a grade, you will have an additional 4% of grade available
in the HRC stage, i.e., you enter the HRC stage at 1% grade your maximum attainable
grade will be 5%.

Examples of Walking Workouts
#1 Enter HRC at 3.5 MPH and 4% grade to allow a maximum speed of 3.5 MPH

and a maximum grade of 8%.

#2 Enter HRC at 4.2 MPH and 6% grade to allow a maximum speed of 4.2 MPH
and a maximum grade of 10%.

Examples of Running Workouts
#1 Enter HRC at 6 MPH and 0% grade to allow a maximum of speed 7 MPH and

no incline.

#2 Enter HRC at 5 MPH and 2% grade to allow a maximum speed of 6 MPH and
a maximum grade of 6%.
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Cruise Control
Preliminary Instructions
1. Attach the heart rate transmitter strap (sold separately)

around your chest.
a. Attach the transmitter to the elastic

strap.

b. Adjust the strap length to fit snugly
and comfortably.

c. Secure the strap around your
chest.

It should be worn directly against
your skin, 1-2 inches below the
pectoral muscles/breast line.
Women should be careful to
place the transmitter below
their bra line.

d. Lift the transmitter off your
chest and wet the grooved
electrode areas on the back of it.

e. Check that the wet electrode areas are firmly against
your skin and the Polar logo is in a central upright
position as shown.

The heart in the HEART RATE Window will flash, showing that the signal is being
received. When using the heart rate transmitter strap, it is not necessary to
hold the heart rate contacts.

2. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions because
the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is
placed on the Keyboard. Failure to do so could cause per-
sonal injury or damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

Continued on Next Page
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Cruise Control

Preliminary Instructions
3. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,

120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

4. Turn power on with the ON/OFF switch.

5. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing
one foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le tread-
mill. Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous causer de
tomber.

SAFETY KEY Instructions
6. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

7. Connect lanyard clip to the waistband of your clothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The TIME/PACE window will display 180.
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Cruise Control

Adjusting Weight Instructions
You can set your weight to obtain a more accurate CALORIES/METS readout.

8. Use 
to enter your weight.

9. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

Workout Instructions
1. Press  to start the tread belt in motion.

The Upper Control Panel gives audible signal 3 times and the Message Center
displays:
STARTING 3
STARTING 2
STARTING 1

The time starts to count up in the TIME/PACE Window.

NOTE:
Verify your target heart rate using the target heart rate chart
each time you use the HRC workout.

2. Carefully step onto the tread belt and begin walking.
The heart will blink in the HEART RATE Window and your heart will be

        displayed in the Message Center.

3.  Adjust the speed or grade:
a. Use 

to input the numeric value.
The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex: If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.
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Cruise Control

Workout Instructions (Continued)

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.
or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window will display the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.

4. When you reach desired heart rate, press  .
You are now in Heart Rate Control Stage.

The following Messages will display in the Message Center:
BEGINNING
TARGET HRC

NOTE:
To change target heart rate:
1. Press  .
You are now in full manual control.
2. Work to new desired target heart

rate.
3. Press  to lock in your new

target heart rate.

Ending Workout Instructions

5. Press .
You are now in full manual control.

6. Use to enter
20 (20=2.0) and press  or  to adjust the speed down to
2 MPH.

7. Press to end workout.
The Message Center will now display your accumulated data for the workout.

Helpful Operations
• To reset distance, time, or calories during workout press and

hold  until 0’s appear in the TIME/PACE, DISTANCE,
and CALORIES/METS Windows.

• Press and hold to reset the Upper Control Panel to the
weight prompt when the machine is not in use.
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Target Heart Rate Control
(Target HRC)
This workout is available when you press the . Before you begin this workout,
you set your target heart rate, maximum speed, duration, and maximum grade for the
workout. The treadmill will adjust the speed and grade in order to keep you at your
selected target heart rate when in the Heart Rate Control Stage. This is a time-based
workout—the distance traveled will depend on the speed the treadmill has to use to
maintain your set heart rate.

Preliminary Instructions
1. Attach the Heart Rate Transmitter Strap (sold separately)

around your chest.
a. Attach the transmitter to the elastic

strap.

b. Adjust the strap length to fit snugly
and comfortably.

c. Secure the strap around your
chest.

It should be worn directly against
your skin, 1-2 inches below the
pectoral muscles/breast line.
Women should be careful to
place the transmitter below
their bra line.

d. Lift the transmitter off your
chest and wet the grooved
electrode areas on the back of it.

e. Check that the wet electrode areas are firmly against
your skin and the Polar logo is in a central upright
position as shown.

The heart in the HEART RATE Window will flash, showing that the signal is being
recieved.  When using the heart rate transmitter strap, it is not necessary to hold
the heart rate contacts.

Continued on Next Page
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Target Heart Rate Control
(Target HRC)

Preliminary Instructions (Continued)

2. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions because
the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is
inserted. Failure to do so could cause personal injury or
damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

3. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

4. Turn power on with the ON/OFF switch.

5. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing one
foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall.

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le treadmill.
Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous causer de tomber.

SAFETY KEY Instructions

6. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

Continued on Next Page
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Target HRC
SAFETY KEY Instructions (Continued)

7. Connect lanyard clip to the waistband of your clothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The TIME/PACE window will display last entered weight.

Adjusting Weight Instructions
You can set your weight to obtain a more accurate Calories/METS readout.

8. Use
to enter your weight.

9. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
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Target HRC
Workout Instructions:
Choose Program.
1. Press .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
HRC
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

NOTE:
Verify your target heart rate using the target heart rate chart
each time you use the HRC workout.

2. Press .
The CALORIES/METS Window will show the last edited heart rate.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJUST TARGET +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Set Heart Rate.
3. Use  to

enter your target heart rate.

4. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJ MAX SPEED +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Continued on Next Page
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Target HRC
Workout Instructions
Set Speed.

5. Use to
enter your maximum speed.

6. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJUST TIME +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Set Time.

7. Use to
enter the length of your workout (time in Heart Rate
Control Stage).

8. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJ MAX GRD +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START.

Set Grade.

9. Use to
enter your desired maximum grade.

10. Press  to begin workout.

NOTE:
If you accidentally press  again, the CALORIES/METS
window will blink.  Press  to begin your workout.

Continued on Next Page
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Target HRC

Workout Instructions
Set Grade (Continued).

The following messages will display in the Message Center one at a time:
STARTING 3
STARTING 2
STARTING 1
ADJUST SPEED +
ADJUST GRADE
WARMUP
TARGETXXX

11. Carefully step onto the tread belt and begin walking.
The heart will blink in the HEART RATE Window and your heart rate will be
displayed in the Message Center.

Warm-up Stage Instructions
The initial stage of the Heart Rate Control workout is the Warm-up Stage. The treadmill
operates in the manual mode during the Warm-up Stage, so you can control both speed
and grade. It is important that you start at a low level of exertion and gradually increase
your workload over several minutes until you approach your target heart rate. This
allows your body to adapt to your workout. Increasing your workload gradually allows
you to enter the Heart Rate Control Stage without overshooting your target. Warming
up too fast may cause you to overshoot your target. If this occurs, it may take several
minutes before the computer software can control your heart rate. You may overshoot
and undershoot your target for several minutes until control is achieved.

The Warm-up Stage is not predetermined by the amount of time input prior to workout.
You may take as much time as you wish to approach your target heart rate. The Warm-up
Stage ends when your heart rate is 10 beats below the pre-set target heart rate. At this
point, you enter the Heart Rate Control Stage, and the treadmill takes control of both
the speed and grade.

12.  Increase speed and grade:

a. Use
to input the numeric value.

The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

Continued on Next Page
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Target HRC

Increase speed and grade. (Continued)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex: If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.

NOTE:
Remember, warm up slowly! Continue increasing speed and/
or grade to gradually increase your heart rate. You may only
increase speed and grade to the preset maximum values you
entered.

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.

or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window will display the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.

NOTE:
To edit your selected target heart rate during Warm-up Stage:
1. Press  or .

The following messages will repeat themselves in
the Message Center one at a time:
TARGET XXX
ADJUST TARGET +

2. Use  to edit heart rate.
Only 5 beat changes are permitted when editing
the target down.

3. Press   or  to set the new target heart rate.

When your heart rate is within 15 beats of your selected target, the message center
will read:

APPROACHING TARGET XXX

When your heart rate is within 10 beats of your selected target heart rate, the
 treadmill  enters the Heart Rate Control Stage.
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Target HRC
Heart Rate Control Stage Instructions
The Warm Up Stage ends when your heart rate is 10 beats from the Target Heart Rate. In
the Heart Rate Control Stage the treadmill software gradually increases your heart rate to
the target. It does this by increasing the speed in .1 MPH increments. If needed, the speed
will continue to increase up to the pre-set maximum speed. If your heart rate has not
reached your target heart rate, and you need an additional workload to raise your heart
rate, the grade will be raised in .5% increments up to the pre-set maximum grade (unless
0 grade was entered).
Whenever the workload needs to be reduced in order to lower your heart rate, the grade is
reduced first. The grade will be reduced to 0 (if required), before the speed is reduced.

When your heart rate is 10 beats away from your target, the following messages
will display in the Message Center one at a time:
BEGINNING
TARGET HRC
HANDS FREE

The computer software takes control of the treadmill at this point, allowing hands free
operation. The time window will reset and begin descending from the time you originally
entered in the setup of the workout parameters. The treadmill now controls all speed and/
or grade changes. The treadmill will gradually continue to increase your workload until
you reach your selected target heart rate.

When your heart rate is at plus or minus 2 beats, the Message Center will read:
AT TARGET

NOTE:
Touching any key except  or  will immediately
exit you from the Heart Rate Control Stage and begin your
Cool Down Stage.

NOTE:
If your speed or grade reaches your preset maximums, MAX
SPEED or MAX GRADE will be displayed.

Continued on Next Page
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Target HRC
Heart Rate Control Stage Instructions (Continued)

NOTE:
To edit your selected target heart rate during Heart Rate
Control Stage:
1. Press  or .

The following messages will repeat themselves in
the Message Center one at a time:
TARGET XXX
ADJUST TARGET +

2. Use  to edit heart rate.
Only five beat changes are permitted when editing
the target down.

3. Press   or  to set the new target heart rate.
The treadmill will now adjust the workload to
bring you to your new target.

Do this only while display is flashing or the software may exit
you from Heart Rate Control Stage.

NOTE:
To end your workout before the time you previously selected
press .

The Heart Rate Control Stage will end when the preset time has elapsed.

Cool Down Stage
The computer will give an audible signal when you enter the Cool Down Stage. It will also
display your accumulated average heart rate, distance, calories, and time.
There will be an immediate 50% MET reduction in your workload. The treadmill  now
operates in the manual mode. The time will reset to 00:00 and begin to ascend. You will be
in control of speed and grade changes.
It is recommended that you spend an equal amount of time in the Cool Down Stage as you
did in the Warm-up Stage, or a minimum of at least two minutes.

Continued on Next Page
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Target HRC

Cool Down Stage

13. Continue to workout in manual mode while cooling down.

14. Use to enter
20 (20=2.0) and press  or  to adjust the speed down to
2 MPH.

15. Press  when you are finished.

NOTE:
Workout totals of average heart rate, distance, calories and
time will appear in the Message Center at the end of your
workout when you press . If you prematurely end your
workout during the Heart Rate Control Stage, you will enter
the Cool Down Stage and your workload will remain constant.
You may then manually adjust speed and grade.
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Interval Heart Rate Control
(Interval HRC)

Interval Heart Rate Control (HRC)
Interval Heart Rate Control takes your workout to an even higher level than the Target
HRC workout. With this workout, you set periods of rest between periods of work.
You enter your target heart rate, maximum speed, duration of workout, duration of
work intervals, duration of rest intervals, and maximum grade. This is a time based
workout and the distance traveled will depend on your speed.
Interval workouts offer variety and help you attain higher levels of conditioning in a
shorter period of time.
It is recommended that you do not do an interval workout until you have used this
treadmill on a regular basis and have a working knowledge of your target heart rate
and fitness level.

Preliminary Instructions
1. Attach the Heart Rate Transmitter Strap (sold separately)

around your chest.
a. Attach the transmitter to the elastic

strap.

b. Adjust the strap length to fit snugly
and comfortably.

c. Secure the strap around your
chest.

It should be worn directly against
your skin, 1-2 inches below the
pectoral muscles/breast line.
Women should be careful to
place the transmitter below
their bra line.

d. Lift the transmitter off your
chest and wet the grooved
electrode areas on the back of it.

e. Check that the wet electrode areas are firmly against
your skin and the Polar logo is in a central upright
position as shown.

The heart in the HEART RATE Window will flash, showing that the signal is
being received. When using the heart rate transmitter strap, it is not necessary
to hold the heart rate contacts.
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Interval HRC

Preliminary Instructions (Continued)

2. Inspect the treadmill before using it.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions because
the deck returns to 0% grade when the SAFETY KEY is
placed on the Keyboard. Failure to do so could cause personal
injury or damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef de
sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait causer
personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

3. Plug in the machine to a dedicated, 3-prong, grounded,
120/230 VAC, 20 amp outlet.

4. Turn power on with the ON/OFF switch.

5. Step onto treadmill and straddle the tread belt by placing one
foot on each of the Straddle Covers.

CAUTION:
Do not step on the roller when getting on the treadmill. The
roller moves and may cause you to fall

La Prudence:
Ne Faire pas l’étape sur le cylindre en recevant sur le treadmill.
Les mouvements de cylindre et peut vous causer de tomber.

Continued on Next Page
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Interval HRC

SAFETY KEY Instructions
6. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard.

7. Connect lanyard clip to the waistband of yourclothing.

CAUTION:
Do not operate treadmill without SAFETY KEY attached to
the Keyboard and the lanyard clip clipped to your clothing
about waist height.

La Prudence:
N’opère pas le treadmill sans la sûreté attaché au clavier et le
lanyard coupé à votre est vêtement de taille .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
ADJUST WEIGHT +
PRESS SELECT
PRESS START

The TIME/PACE Window will display last entered weight.

Adjusting Weight Instructions
8. Use 

to enter your weight.

9. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message
Center one at a time:
MANUAL
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START
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Interval HRC

Workout Instructions
Choose Program.
1. Press INTERVAL

HRC
 .

The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
INT HRC
EDIT-SELECT
NEXT UP/DOWN
PRESS START

NOTE:
Verify your target heart rate using the target heart rate chart
each time you use the HRC workout.

2. Press  .
The last edited heart rate will blink in the CALORIES/METS
Window.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center:
ADJUST TARGET +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Set Heart Rate.
4. Use  to

enter your target heart rate.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJUST TARGET +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

5. Press  .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJ MAX  SPEED +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Continued on Next Page
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Interval HRC

Workout Instructions
Set Speed.

6. Use to
enter your maximum speed.

7. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJUST TIME +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Set Time.

8. Use to
enter the length of your workout (time in Heart Rate
Control Stage).

9. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJUST WORK +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Set Work Interval Time.

10. Use to
enter the work interval time.

You may vary the work interval time from 30 seconds
to nine minutes in five second segments.

11. Press .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJUST REST +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Continued on Next Page
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Interval HRC

Workout Instructions (Continued)

Set Rest Interval Time.

12. Use to
enter your rest interval time.

You can vary the rest interval time from 30 seconds to nine minutes in five
second segments.

13. Press  .
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
ADJ MAX GRD +
NEXT-SELECT
PRESS START

Set Maximum Grade.

14. Use to
enter your desired maximum grade.

15. Press  to begin workout.
The following messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a
time:
STARTING 3
STARTING 2
STARTING 1
ADJUST SPEED +
ADJUST GRADE
WARM UP
TARGET XXX

NOTE:
If you accidentally press  again, the SPEED Window
will blink. Press  to begin your workout.

16. Carefully step onto the tread belt and begin walking.
The heart will blink in the HEART RATE Window and your heart rate will be
displayed in the Message Center.

Continued on Next Page
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Warm-up Stage
The initial stage of the Interval Heart Rate Control workout is the Warm-up Stage. The
treadmill operates in the manual mode during the Warm-up Stage, so you can control both
speed and grade. It is important that you start at a low level of exertion and gradually
increase your workload over several minutes until you approach your target heart rate.
This allows your body to adapt to your workout. Increasing your workload gradually
allows you to enter the Heart Rate Control Stage without overshooting your target.
Warming up too fast may cause you to overshoot your target. If this occurs, it may take
several minutes before the computer software can control your heart rate. You may overshoot
and undershoot your target for several minutes until control is achieved.
The Warm-up Stage is not predetermined by the amount of time input prior to workout
and you may take as much time as you wish to approach your target heart rate. The Warm-up
Stage ends when your heart rate is 10 beats below the pre-set target heart rate. At this
point, you enter the Heart Rate Control Stage and the treadmill takes control of both the
speed and grade.

17.  Increase speed and grade:
a. Use 

to input the numeric value.
The following message will display in the Message Center:
DATA= (XXX)

NOTE:
When you enter the grade (2=0.2, 20=2.0) the treadmill will
round the numbers down to nearest 0.5 increment.
Ex. If you input 3.9, the treadmill will change incline to 3.5.

b. Choose speed or grade.

• Press either  or  to choose speed.

or

• Press either  or  to choose grade.
The SPEED or GRADE Window will display the new value and the
treadmill will change speed or grade to that value.

When your heart rate is within 15 beats from the target, the message center
will read:
APPROACHING TARGET XXX

Continued on Next Page
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Heart Rate Control Stage
When your heart rate is within 10 beats of the target heart rate, the computer software
takes over the speed and grade allowing hands free operation. Hands free means that
you do not have to make adjustments on the Keyboard.
By taking control before you actually reach your target heart rate, the computer reduces
the chances of overshooting your target heart rate. It does this by increasing the speed
in .1 MPH increments. If needed, the speed will continue to increase up to the pre-set
maximum. If your heart rate has not reached your target heart rate and you need an
additional workload to raise your heart rate, the grade will be raised in .5% increments
up to the maximum pre-set grade (unless 0% grade was entered).
Whenever the workload needs to be reduced in order to lower your heart rate, the
grade is reduced first. The grade will be reduced to 0 (if required), before speed is
reduced.
As your heart rate increases or decreases from your target, the treadmill will automatically
make the adjustments to speed and and/or grade to keep your heart rate at your selected
target. The treadmill will monitor your heart rate and adjust the speed and /or grade
while in the work interval. When you enter the rest interval, there will be a 50% MET
reduction. Your work level will remain the same throughout the rest period. Your heart
rate will be monitored during this time, but there will be no adjustment to the speed or
grade in the rest interval.
When you return to the work interval, your speed will return to a calculated average of
the speeds and/or grades that were used in the previous work intervals. Your speed
and/or grade may increase or decrease while you are in your work interval. This averaging
of speed and/or grade enables you to return to a work level that will bring you near
your selected target heart rate.

When your heart rate is 10 beats away from your selected target heart rate, the following
messages will repeat themselves in the Message Center one at a time:

BEGINNING
INTERVAL HRC
HANDS FREE
The treadmill will take control of the speed and grade.

NOTE:
Do not touch  or . Touching any key except

INTERVAL
HRC  or  will exit you from the Heart Rate Control

Stage and begin your Cool Down Stage.

Continued on Next Page
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Interval HRC
Heart Rate Control Stage (Continued)

The treadmill will gradually continue to increase your work load until your heart rate
reaches your selected target.
When your heart rate is at the selected target, the Message Center will read:
AT TARGET

It will then change to:
WORK INT XX:XX

The time will decrease from the work interval time you entered.
When you reach 0, it will give three audible signals and the Message Center will read:
REST INT XX:XX

The time will decrease from the rest interval time you entered.
As your heart rate increases or decreases from your target, the treadmill will automatically
make the adjustments to speed and grade to keep your heart rate at your selected target
while you are in the work interval.

NOTE:
To edit your selected target heart rate during Heart Rate
Control Stage:
1. Press INTERVAL

HRC  or .
The following messages will repeat themselves in
the Message Center one at a time:
TARGET XXX
ADJUST TARGET +

2. Use  to edit heart rate.
Only five beat changes are permitted when editing
the target down.

3. Press  INTERVAL
HRC  or   to set the new target heart rate.

The treadmill will now adjust the workload to
bring you to your new target.

Do this only while display is flashing or the software may exit
you from Heart Rate Control Stage.

Continued on Next Page
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Interval HRC
Heart Rate Control Stage (Continued)

NOTE:
To end your workout, any time during your workout,
press .

The Heart Rate Control Stage will end when the pre-set time has elapsed.

Cool Down Stage
The computer will give an audible signal when you enter the Cool Down Stage. It will also
display your accumulated average heart rate, distance, calories, and time.
There will be an immediate 50% MET reduction in your workload. The treadmill will now
operate in the manual mode. The time will reset to 00:00 and begin to ascend.
You will be in control of speed and grade changes. It is recommended that you spend an
equal amount of time in the Cool Down Stage as you did in the warm-up stage, or a
minimum of at least two minutes.

18. Continue to workout in manual mode while cooling down.

19. Use to enter
20 (20=2.0) and press  or  to adjust the speed down to
2 MPH.

20. Press  when you are finished.

NOTE:
Workout totals of average heart rate, distance, calories and
time will appear in the Message Center at the end of your
workout when you press . If you prematurely end your
workout during the Heart Rate Control stage, you will enter
the Cool Down Stage and your workload will remain constant.
You may then manually adjust speed and grade.
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Quick Reference Instructions
The following is a quick overview of the basic operating instructions for your TRUE ZTX
825HRC treadmill. While detailed operating instructions are provided in the specific
sections for each model, these quick reference instructions can be used to remind yourself
of the basic operating procedures.

CAUTION:
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, and cautions
before using treadmill.

La Prudence:
 Lit et comprend toutes instructions, avertissements, et
prudences avant utilisation treadmill.

NOTE:
Anytime you hold the heart rate contacts or wear a heart rate
transmitter strap, your heart rate will be displayed in the
Message Center.

Manual Workout:
1. Stand on Straddle Covers.

2. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach clip to
clothing about waist height.

3. Press  (Quick Start).

4. Use and
to change speed.

5. Use and
to change grade.

6. Use to enter
20 and press   to adjust the speed down to 2 MPH.

7. Press  to end workout.
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Quick Reference Instructions
CAUTION:
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, and cautions
before using treadmill.

La Prudence:
 Lit et comprend toutes instructions, avertissements, et
prudences avant utilisation treadmill.

Programmed Workout:
1. Stand on Straddle Covers.
2. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach clip to

clothing about waist height.
3. Enter weight and press .
4. Press  , or , or , or  to access a

program.
5. Press     or      to set the program level.
6. Press .
7. Press     or      to adjust time.
8. Press .

Cruise Control Workout:
1. Attach the Heart Rate Transmitter Strap around your chest.
2. Stand on Straddle Covers.
3. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach clip to

clothing about waist height.
4. Enter weight and press .
5. Press  to begin a manual workout.
6. Use  and

      or      to change speed.
7. Use  and

    or  to change grade.
8. At target HR, press  to enter Heart Rate Control Stage.
9. Press  to exit Heart Rate Control Stage.

10. Use  to enter
20 and press     or      to adjust the speed down to 2 MPH.

11. Press  to end workout.
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Quick Reference Instructions
CAUTION:
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, and cautions
before using treadmill.

La Prudence:
 Lit et comprend toutes instructions, avertissements, et
prudences avant utilisation treadmill.

Target Heart Rate Workout:
1. Attach the Heart Rate Transmitter Strap around your chest.
2. Stand on Straddle Covers.
3. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach clip to

clothing about waist height.
4. Enter weight and press .
5. Press  .
6. Press .
7. Use  to enter

Target Heart Rate, then Press .
8. Use  to enter

Maximum Speed, then Press .
9. Use  to enter

Time in Heart Rate Control Stage, then Press .
10. Use  to enter

Maximum Grade, then Press .
11. Press .
12. Use  to enter

20 and press     or      to adjust the speed down to 2 MPH.
13. Press  to end workout.
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Quick Reference Instructions
CAUTION:
Read and understand all instructions, warnings, and cautions
before using treadmill.

La Prudence:
 Lit et comprend toutes instructions, avertissements, et
prudences avant utilisation treadmill.

Interval Heart Rate Workout:
1. Attach the Heart Rate Transmitter Strap around your chest.
2. Stand on Straddle Covers.
3. Place SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard and attach clip to

clothing about waist height.
4. Enter weight and press .

5. Press INTERVAL
HRC

.
6. Press .

7. Use  to enter
Target Heart Rate, then Press .

8. Use  to enter
Maximum Speed, then Press .

9. Use  to enter
Time in Heart Rate Control Stage, then Press .

10. Use  to enter
Work Interval Time, then Press .

11. Use  to enter
Rest Interval Time, then Press .

12. Use  to enter
Maximum Grade, then Press .

13. Press .
14. Use  to enter

20 and press     or      to adjust the speed down to 2 MPH.
15. Press  to end workout.
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Maintenance
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CAUTION:
Servicing is to be done with appliance disconnected
from the supply circuit.  To disconnect, turn all controls
to the off position, then remove the plug from the outlet.

La Prudence:
Entretenir devrait être fait avec l’appareil débranché du
circuit de provision. Débrancher, tourner tous contrôles
au de la position, alors enlever le bouchon de la sortie.
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Maintenance Schedules
CAUTION:
Servicing is to be done with appliance disconnected
from the supply circuit. To disconnect, turn all controls
to the off position, then remove the plug from the outlet.

La Prudence:
Entretenir devrait être fait avec l’appareil débranché du
circuit de provision. Débrancher, tourner tous contrôles
au de la position, alors enlever le bouchon de la sortie.

Daily Care and Service
To extend the life and appearance of your TRUE ZTX treadmill we recommend that you
perform the following steps daily:
1. Wipe clean your TRUE ZTX Treadmill to remove perspiration. We also recommend

that you encourage your employees and clients to wipe perspiration from the unit
after each use. Use a damp soft towel or cloth.

NOTE:
Do not wipe under the tread belt when cleaning dust or
debris off the unit as this may damage the tread belt and
deck.

2. Unplug the unit during nonbusiness hours to prevent damage caused by power
surges.

Weekly Care and Service
To extend the life and appearance of your TRUE ZTX treadmill, we recommend that you
perform the following tests and inspections weekly:
1. A test of all the keys including the Express Keys.
2. Inspection of the power cord for frayed or damaged areas.
3. Inspection of the power cord ground plug.
4. Inspection of the circuit breaker to see if it is tripped.
5. Inspection of the tread belt for proper tension and alignment.
6. Check that the hand rail screws are tight.
7. Check that the ON/OFF switch toggles on and off.
8. Check that the pedestal screws, pedestal hinge screws, and motor cover screws

are tight.
9. Check that the heart rate contacts are working.
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Maintenance Schedules
CAUTION:
Servicing is to be done with appliance disconnected
from the supply circuit. To disconnect, turn all controls
to the off position, then remove the plug from the outlet.

La Prudence:
Entretenir devrait être fait avec l’appareil débranché du
circuit de provision. Débrancher, tourner tous contrôles
au de la position, alors enlever le bouchon de la sortie.

Monthly Care and Service
To extend the life and appearance of your TRUE ZTX treadmill, we recommend that you
monthly:
1. Clean the treadmill of dust and dirt that might accumulate under and behind the

treadmill. Vacuum small rubber particles from the soles of running shoes which
accumulate alongside the belt and behind the machine.

2. Inspect the autowaxer for sufficient
wax in the wax channel.
a. Lay treadmill on its side.
b. Pull back the tread belt (on the

bottom of the treadmill) to expose
the wax channel.

c. The wax channel should be at least
1/4” thick at its thinnest point.

d. Feel along the full length of the wax
channel for consistent thickness.

e. Call authorized service technician
to replace wax channel if it is less
than 1/4” thick at any point.

NOTE:
To prevent damage to the tread belt, do not allow the
treadmill to run without sufficient wax in the wax
channel.
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Maintenance Schedules
Daily, Weekly, Monthly Maintenance
Schedule

Photocopy
and Keep

This Original
for Repeated

UseMonth ______________ Year ______________
Initial As Completed

Daily Weekly Monthly

Wipe w/ Wax
Damp Visual Channel

Date Cloth Unplug Inspection Vacuum Inspection

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

11
12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

26

27

27

28
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Maintenance Schedules
Quarterly Maintenance Schedule

Year ______________
Initial As Completed

Photocopy
and Keep

This Original
for Repeated

Use

Interior Cleaning/
Quarter Inspection
Jan-March

April-June

July-September

October-December

Quarterly Care and Service

CAUTION:
Servicing is to be done with appliance disconnected
from the supply circuit.  To disconnect, turn all controls
to the off position, then remove the plug from the outlet.

La Prudence:
Servicing is to be done with appliance disconnected
from the supply circuit To disconnect, turn all controls
to the off position, then remove the plug from the outlet.

Once every three (3) months we recommend that the motor cover be removed and the
motor area vacuumed thoroughly to remove dust and particles. Only authorized service
personnel should perform this procedure as only authorized service technicians are allowed
access to the area under the motor hood. A thorough visual inspection should be performed
at this time as well. Have the technician check for tight wire harness connections, damaged
motor or power wires, tight motor and tensioner bolts, tight ground screw connections
and wire tie downs, properly attached incline motor cotter pin and clevis pin, and tight
motor controller and interface screws.
Expert service and maintenance at a modest cost are available through your factory trained
authorized TRUE dealer. He maintains a stock of repair parts and has the technical
knowledge to meet your service needs.
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Incline and Speed Calibration
The Incline and Speed Calibration mode is used to troubleshoot and calibrate the treadmill.
Calibration will cause the treadmill to speed up to 15 MPH and incline up to 15%.

CAUTION:
Keep area under the treadmill free from obstructions
because the deck returns to 0% grade when the
SAFETY KEY is placed. Failure to do so could cause
personal injury or damage to the machine.

La Prudence:
Garder le domaine sous le sans treadmill des obstructions
parce que le pont se retourne à 0% degré quand la clef
de sûreté est insérée. Echec pour ainsi faire pourrait
causer personnel blessure ou dommages à la machine.

NOTE:
Messages appear in the Message Center on the ZTX
825P and the ZTX 825HRC. The messages display
differently on the ZTX 825 and appear in the Primary
Display Window. They are shown below in parentheses.

1. Hold  while placing the SAFETY KEY onto the Keyboard
to enter the Calibration Mode.
 The following messages will repeat themselves one at a time:

CALIBRATION
PRESS START

NOTE:
While in this mode,  and  can be used to
change the treadmill incline and speed. The SPEED
Window will display actual speed.

2. Press  to start calibration.
The treadmill will lower to zero incline and then start increasing incline to 15%
and speed to 15 MPH.

3. When the calibration is complete:
The following message will display in the Message Center:

CALIBRATION SUCCESSFUL (PASS)
or to indicate an error in speed or incline:

INVALID INCLINE DATA (bAd grAd dAtA)
INVALID SPEED DATA (bAd SPd dAtA)
CALIBRATION ABORTED: (CAL StOP)
NO SPEED SENSOR (nO SPd SEnS)

Calibration

(CAL)
(PrSS)
(Strt)
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Calibration
Incline and Speed Calibration (Continued)

4. Remove and replace Safety Key to exit Calibration Mode

Error And Service Codes
The following Error Codes and Service Codes will follow a double “beep” and show on
the display. Service Codes provide preventive maintenance reminders. A Service Code will
repeat for the next five times you start the treadmill. A Service Code will clear after any
key has been pressed. When an Error Code occurs, call an authorized service technician.
The Error Codes display differently on the ZTX 825P/HRC than on the ZTX 825.

Error/Service Code Description
ZTX 825P/HRC ZTX 825  Description

E1: MINIMUM E1 _ Not Used

E1: RANGE E1 r This error occurs when the incline values on the display do
not match the values stored during calibration.

E1: STALL E1 S This error occurs when the incline motor does not move in
response to an incline command.

E1: INCLINE E1 i This error occurs when the incline motor moved without an
incline command.

E2: OVERSPEED E2 O This error occurs when acceleration exceeded design limits.

E2: CAL E2 C This error occurs when the speed displayed does not match
the stored value from calibration.

E2: RECAL E2 r This error occurs when a data error is detected at start up.
The Control Panel has reset to default values.

E3: EEPROM E3 E This error occurs when a data error is detected on the
EEPROM. Replace Control Panel circuit board.

E5: SENSOR E5 S This error occurs when no speed sensor data has been
detected at the Control Panel.

S1: LUBE S1 L This code occurs every 3460 miles to remind you to inspect
the autowaxer.

S2: CLEAN S2 C This code occurs every 500 miles to remind you to clean the
treadmill.
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Diagnostics
Your True ZTX treadmill is equipped with built in diagnostic capabilities to assist in
configuring, maintaining and servicing your treadmill. The Field Diagnostic mode provides
total hours, distance, average speed, ability to change the units of measure, ability to set
the “user not present” function, a list of service and error codes, the ability to set program
time, and a log of the last five errors.

NOTE:
Messages appear in the Message Center on the ZTX
825P and the ZTX 825HRC. The messages display
differently on the ZTX 825 and appear in the Primary
Display Window. They are shown below in parentheses.

1. Hold the  while placing the Safety Key on the Keyboard.
The following messages will repeat themselves:

DIAGNOSTIC (diAg)
PRESS START

2. Press  to display total hours.
The following messages will display:

HOURS (ttL) No. of hours on the treadmill

3. Press  to display total distance.
The following messages will display:

DISTANCE (dIS) No. of miles on the treadmill

4. Press  to display average speed.
The following messages will display:

AVG SPEED (ASP) Average speed on the treadmill

5. Press  to display units. Press  or  to toggle.
The following messages will display:

UNITS ENG (Eng) or MET (H)

6. Press  to display User Not Present function.
The following messages will display:

CURRENT SHUT (Crnt) No. of seconds until treadmill
shuts off with no user on tread belt

7. Press  repeatedly to display list of errors.
The service/error codes will be listed. See Error and Service Codes on the
previous page.
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Diagnostics
8. Press  to display program time.

The following messages will display:

MAX TIME (t) No. of minutes allowed in programmed
workouts

9. Press  repeatedly to display the error log.
The Error Log lists the five most recent Error Codes and the distance at which each
Error Code occurred.

The following messages will display:

ERROR CODE ( ) Distance at which error code occurred

NOTE:
If there are no errors in the error log, the following
message will be displayed:

LOG EMPTY (LgCL)

10. Remove SAFETY KEY to exit Diagnostics.
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